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PHARMACY V INDUSTRY
ST PAUL’S OVAL
SUNDAY 25 FEBRUARY 2007

The Pharmacy team staring their innings by loosing a
wicket in the first over and at 1 for 1 had a most
disappointing day. Binh & Jason Luu were the only
batsmen to reach double figures. The team was
dismissed for 62.

Bowling honours were shared
by Tim Sallway (Alphapharm)
3 for 7 and Paul Baker
(Guild Legal) 3 for 5.

In reply Industry were 1 for
33 at lunch. Then came the
rain and play was
abandoned for the day.

Using a set of improvised
rules the match was
declared a win to the
Industry Team. The Trophy
was presented to their

captain Anthony BouAntoun and the ‘Man of the Match’
to Paul Baker with 23 not out and 3 for 5

SYDNEY V NEWCASTLE - SHORE
SCHOOL GROUNDS, NORTHBRIDGE
SUNDAY 11 MARCH 2007
In the most pleasant of settings on a cloudless day Sydney
on winning the toss opened in a disastrous fashion losing
a wicket in the third ball of the day 1 for 0.Things continued

to go badly and Sydney was 5 for 30 after 12 overs. Peter
Mikhail 39, Chris Hanna 20, Andy Dent 26 & Tim
Sidgreaves 21 not out putting together some useful
partnerships moved the total for the innings to 162.

David McClelland with 3 for 20 and David Boettiger 3 for
27 had the best bowling figures for Newcastle.

Newcastle started their
innings by loosing a wicket in
the first over and crashed to be
5 for 52 after 13 overs. Three
ducks did not help their chase
for runs. Pharmacy student
Nathan Blackmore opening
the innings gave hope with an
exhibition of outstanding
batting skills to score 46
before being dismissed lbw.
He was subsequently made
the ‘Man of the Match’.
Captain Michael Redpath 25
and David Boetigger 24 put on
a partnership that looked like giving Newcastle victory until
an unfortunate run out saw Michael stranded at the wrong
end. Nick Barnett & Brett Plum attempted to save the day
with a determined stand however Sydney bowlers Steve
Kobryn and John Obaid ended their effort One stumped the
other LBW. Newcastle 30 runs short of victory.

Tony Herro with 3 for 25 had the best bowling figures
supported by Peter Mikhail 2 for 22 and Anthony
BouAntoun 2 for 29.

A delightful day of cricket played in the best of spirits
with lots of good fellowship in a most pleasant setting.

END OF SEASON GAMES

Pharmacy Cricket
with Greg Hodgson
hodgsong@bigpond.com

Lunch under the trees, out of the Rain

Legal Eagle Paul baker, Industry
Team and Man of the Match

The Shore School Ground at Northbridge

Newcastle Pharmacy Student & Man
of the Match, Nathan Blackmore
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